CREATIVITY / ON THE ROAD
Rock formations in Snow Canyon State Park, near
St. George, Utah. Chances are I took off the
24-70mm to take this ultra-wide shot with my
12-24mm zoom, and chances are I checked a test
shot to be sure I was dust-free after the switch.

HERE’S HOW I KEEP MY IMAGES CLEAN AND SAFE
By Blaine Harrington

ON A RECENT TRIP TO JORDAN I was going through my nightly routine of cleaning
the cameras’ sensors and backing up the day’s shoot when it came to me that these two
exercises in what you might call preventive maintenance—keeping dust off the sensors
and making sure my pictures are safe—are among the things that concern me most as a
professional travel photographer.
Reason enough, I thought, to talk with you about them.
SENSOR SENSIBILITY
I used to have a massive problem with
dust because I often found myself in harsh
environments and never went through a
day of shooting without changing among
the four, sometimes five lenses I usually
carry. The dust problem led to a huge
post-processing problem: sitting at the
computer for hours retouching images to
eliminate dust spots.

I tried various brushes that just seemed
to move dust around, and squeeze-bulb
blowers that blew it around, often from
edges and corners onto the sensor.
Not long ago I bought the Arctic
Butterfly sensor brush, from VisibleDust.
It’s a powered, antistatic device I’ve
found so effective that I use it to clean my
cameras’ sensors each night so I know I’m
ready for the next day’s shoot.

FIELD CHECK
After a lens change on location, I’ll run
a little dust exposure test to make sure
all is well. I’ll shoot a frame of blank blue
sky, underexposing by one stop because
it makes dust, if it’s there, easier to see.
Then I’ll bring into play my Hoodman
three-inch LCD loupe. I hold it over the
camera’s LCD and enlarge sections of the
test frame and move the image around to
check for dust spots. If I find any, I’ll also
find a protected space to use the Butterfly
to remove them.
The only problem is that often after
switching lenses, I’m so involved in getting
images, I forget to do the test. But I’m
getting better at it, and I always test my
prime and backup camera before every trip.
The backup camera plays a part in
fighting dust, too, because when I’m
carrying it, it always has a different lens
than the prime camera, and that can cut
down on lens changes.
Speaking of lens changes, I’ve seen
people take off their lenses and hold their
cameras with the opening straight up in
the air as they look for another lens to
put on. I change lenses with my camera
pointing down, shielding it as best I
The salt lake Laguna Tuyajto in the Atacama
Desert, Chile. This is a brutal environment, dusty,
dry, impossibly hot. I changed from the 12-24mm
wide angle to the 10.5mm fisheye for this
dramatic view.
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DUST NEVER SLEEPS

Details of the Butterfly’s operation
can be found at the company’s website,
visibledust.com, along with a video.
Essentially you turn the device on three
times, for five seconds each, then wipe the
soft brush across the sensor, and repeat if
necessary. An added bonus of the Butterfly
is a built-in light that’s extremely helpful.
I also carry a VisibleDust EZ sensor
cleaning kit for those relatively few times
I have to deal with oily dust, welded dust,
or some unidentified goop on the sensor.
If you decide to get a swab-cleaning kit for
your camera, make sure you get a swab
that’s the same width as your sensor. And
read up on all the precautions—this is
one do-it-yourself maintenance job you
want to do correctly so you don’t harm the
sensor or affect its alignment. For me, the
thing is that I’m often miles from anyone
who can help me with camera cleaning, so
I have to do it myself.
My nightly routine, by the way, includes
cleaning my lenses and filters with lens
cleaning fluid and a poly-fiber cloth.
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The Little Colorado River at its convergence with the Colorado River in
Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona. This is an extremely tough place for
man and machine, with high winds carrying sand and dust. A 10.5mm
fisheye shot.

Wadi Rum, also known as the Valley of the Moon, in the Arabian Desert in
Jordan. In a place like this, about all I’m thinking about is getting pictures,
but I never forget the hours I’ll have to spend at the computer if dust spots
show up in the sky. Taken with the 16mm fisheye.

The dynamic dust-busting duo of the Arctic
Butterfly and the Hoodman LCD loupe, with my
Nikon D810 fitted with a recently acquired
14-24mm zoom.

can. I make the change quickly with the
replacement lens at the ready. In windy
conditions I’ll wait it out, duck inside, or
retreat to the car.

A line of camels mounts a rise in the Kanoi Sand Dunes, Thar Desert, near Jaisalmer, Rajasthan, India.
It looks placid in this photo, taken with the 12-24mm lens, but you can tell from the furrows in the sand
that the wind is a fairly constant presence.

A sandstorm in the Sahara Desert, near Ong El Jemel, Tunisia. It got so bad I stopped shooting and ran
to the car. No matter how great the photo possibilities, I wasn’t going to sacrifice my camera.

COPY THAT
I reuse my 8-gigabyte CF and 16- and
32-gig SD cards, erasing them every
night after backing up my images to
two Western Digital 1-terabyte portable
external hard drives.
I use an Apple PowerBook G4 laptop as
the go-between machine for the transfer of
images from the memory cards, which are
in a Lexar Professional USB 3.0 Dual-Slot
card reader, to the portable hard drives.
I also carry a Jobo Giga One Ultra 120gig data storage device for transfer of the
images from the cards to the hard drives in
case there’s a problem with the laptop.
I understand that my anti-dust and
backup methods might be more extreme
than you’ll find necessary, but remember,
my livelihood depends on capturing and
delivering high-quality images. I also
understand that your images are no less
important to you, so perhaps my keep ’em
clean, keep ’em safe methods will be worth
copying, or at least adapting. n
Blaine Harrington’s clean and safe images
are at his website, blaineharrington.com.
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